12 Days
That
Shook
Their
World
.
Adopting children

can be a long, drawnout process filled
with Doubt, anxiety,
and challenges that
can throw you off
balance. Lauri and
Chris Pramuk expected
that. They didn’t
expect an earthquake.
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Swing Time The Pramuk family at home in St. Bernard.
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Tall and thin, with waist-length blond

ıt’s

a sweltering night
in early summer, and
the Rockwellian
scene unfolding
in one backyard in
St. Bernard would
appear, at first
glance, to be the
same one unfolding in thousands of
backyards across
the city. But in this
case, the parents
watching their kids
romp from the sandbox to the swing
set are still getting
used to their larger family and more
hectic life. Which
is to say, today the
Pramuks have the
family they had
always hoped for.
But they got it under circumstances
they never could
have imagined.
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hair that she almost always wears loose, Lauri
Pramuk is talkative and animated around her
brood. Chris, her wiry and red-headed husband,
is reflective and a bit quieter as he surveys their
children. There’s 12-year-old Isaiah, the überresponsible leader of the kids, who’s making
s’mores in an outdoor fireplace, despite the near
90-degree heat. There’s his sister, 7-year-old
Grace, petite and blond and chatty like her mother. And then there are the two newest members of
the clan—Sophia Luc and “Henry” David Valdeus,
adopted this year from Haiti.
The younger kids swarm the backyard, the
girls riding bikes, chasing kittens, and climbing
on the play structure, baby Henry crawling in the
grass. Then Grace decides she’s getting gypped on
s’mores. “We only get two? We only get two?” she
pleads. “Why, mom, why? They got more.” She is
still adjusting to having a sister, her parents say,
particularly one who shares her room, her clothes,
her toys—and them.
Sophia is funny and extroverted, speaking in
full sentences after just half a year of exposure to
English. Now 7, her street smarts and survival skills sometimes
outpace her ability to control her impulses; as Lauri says, “she
knows how to throw elbows to get what she wants.” Seventeenmonth-old Henry, by contrast, is a study in contentment—
hardy and happy, smiling in the sandbox as he covers his face
(lips included) with sand and waiting without complaint for a
brush-off. Chris keeps his Nikon clicking all night, snapping off
shots of their first summer together.
Lauri and Chris met at Regis University, a small Jesuit school
in Denver, where she completed concurrent undergraduate
degrees in biology and English, and where he worked on the
grounds crew as he considered entering the priesthood. The
priest he worked with introduced the couple, effectively ending
Chris’s contemplation of the collar. “I would be driving the John
Deere tractor, cutting the grass, looking for her when classes
were out,” he says. They married in 1994 and followed each
other through various career stops: Denver, as Lauri completed
medical school and Chris taught high school religion; South
Bend, Indiana, where Chris earned a Ph.D. in theology at the
University of Notre Dame; then Cincinnati, in 2007, when he
landed a position at Xavier University and she signed on as a
pediatrician with Group Health Associates.
The couple first considered adoption back in 1997. That was
when Lauri spent a summer caring for malnourished children
in rural Honduras as part of her residency at The Children’s
Hospital in Denver. “We could just take all these kids home,”

Moving On With the trauma of an earthquake behind them,
the Pramuks adjust to life as a newly configured family. left
to right: Sophia, Lauri, Grace, Isaiah, Chris, and Henry.

she told Chris. But she was pregnant with Isaiah by then and
Grace followed in 2003, and the idea went on the back burner.
Two miscarriages put the topic back in play, and by December
2008 the Pramuks were deep into adoption research. They first
considered Spanish-speaking countries since they both speak
the language. But they wanted a country with an efficient adoption system, and one close enough to return to for visits. Seeing Haiti on a map one day was their “coconut moment,” Lauri
recalls. It was close enough to visit easily. Adoptions were less
complicated there than in the Latin American countries they
had considered, some of which called for stays of up to eight
weeks when picking up adopted children. And as the poorest
country in the western hemisphere, the need was great. Working through a Colorado adoption agency and a Texas nonprofit,
Lauri and Chris found the Port-au-Prince orphanage where they
“met” Sophia and Henry online.
Sophia was not the adoptive daughter the Pramuks envisioned. Like many couples, they were hoping for an infant or
toddler. But, from the first glance, they were hooked. Before
she had turned 4, Sophia had lost both parents and her paternal grandmother had placed her for adoption. “We learned her
story and we just thought she’s been through enough,” Lauri
says. “It’s time for a family and we’re it.” And then there was
her name: Greek for “wisdom,” the concept of “Sophia” is central to the religious tradition of “sophiology,” which reflects on
the image of God as wisdom. In his dissertation and a sub

sequent book, Chris had explored the concept of Sophia and
the hold the tradition had on Thomas Merton, the Catholic
monk, mystic, and writer. “I don’t want to overstate it,” he
says, “but it was one of the things that drew us to her and to
her spirit.”
So it would be Sophia. And two days later, after they told the
adoption agency they remained interested in a male infant, it
would be Henry, too. Born Feb. 9, 2009, he had been abandoned
in a latrine at two days old by a mother convinced she’d been
impregnated by an evil spirit.
In July of that year, Lauri and Chris made their first trip to
Haiti to meet Sophia and Henry. They spent time with the children at their hotel and bonded so quickly that Sophia was bereft
when they returned her to the orphanage. “She was kicking and
screaming like a wild animal,” Lauri recalls. They completed visa
paperwork to adopt Sophia, since she had a valid birth certificate; after Henry’s birth mother turned over a birth certificate,
they made plans for Chris to return in February to finalize the
details of his adoption.
While Haitian adoption is comparatively uncomplicated,
it is not fast. The Pramuks had been told it would take 18 to 24
months after obtaining visas for the children’s adoptions to be
finalized. The original plan was for the whole family to travel to
Haiti this past summer to spend more time with the children.
But they calculated that they would not be allowed to bring
Sophia and Henry to Cincinnati • C o n t i n u e d o n pa g e 1 7 2
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until late 2011 or early 2012. Those plans
changed on Tuesday, January 12, 2010.
That day, Chris Pramuk headed to

Xavier University late in the afternoon
to teach an evening class—The Spirituality of Presence, his first course of the
new term. He had been gone only a short
while when his wife answered the telephone to hear the voice of her brother,
calling from Colorado. “Lauri,” he said,
“did you hear there was a huge earthquake in Haiti?”
Without cable TV, Lauri jumped
online and saw the early reports of the
devastation: A 7.0-magnitude quake
had rocked the island nation just before 5 p.m. The capital, Port-au-Prince,
was decimated. Buildings were flattened, thousands were dead, thousands
more were unaccounted for. Lauri knew
that somewhere among them—dead or
alive—were Sophia and Henry.
Lauri reached Chris at his office with
the news just before he entered the classroom, then sent Isaiah and Grace off to
watch the first night of American Idol. She
glued herself to her computer, tracking
the unfolding disaster via the Web. “It
was big,” she says. “You could tell it was
big. And, of course, my first thought was
they didn’t survive.”
Astoundingly, within two hours came
a huge measure of relief. The director
of Maison des Enfants—the orphanage
caring for Henry and Sophia—was able
to make contact with executives of For
His Glory, the Christian ministry based
in Kingsland, Texas, that supports the
orphanage. The first posting from For
His Glory reported that a nanny and the
orphanage director were injured, and the
building was evacuated. Incredibly, all
130 babies and children at the facility
had survived.
When Chris returned from class, he
collapsed in tears at the news—“just
crumpled to the floor,” Lauri recalls.
But the joy was short-lived. “The next
thought was ‘What next?’ ” she remembers. How would they get Sophia and
Henry out of Haiti and into their Cincinnati home?
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In those first hours after the earthquake, the flood of e-mails and phone
calls was constant. More postings from
For His Glory brought the scenario into
sharper focus: Sophia and the older children were living outdoors under tarps;
Henry was housed with other babies
in the beds of trucks. By the Saturday after the earthquake, the Pramuks
learned that the orphanage was running
out of water, food, and formula, and that
armed looters were taking what was left.
That weekend, Lauri took a short-term
leave of absence from her medical
practice and they launched themselves
full-time into Operation Rescue Sophia
and Henry.
As news of the earthquake broke, one

of the first people to call had been Vicki
Garry, a lawyer and friend from the
Pramuks’ parish, who knew about their
Haitian adoption plans. “What can I do?”
Garry asked.
“Do you know anyone from the State
Department?” Lauri replied.
“I’m on it,” Garry said. She hung
up, turned to her husband, Tim, and
set in motion a “six degrees of separation” effort that utilized connections the
Pramuks could scarcely conceive.
It began like this: Tim had a friend
from the Georgetown University rowing
team who had just retired from the State
Department. The two had been on crew
together in college and had recently seen
each other at a rowing event in the fall
of 2008. Tim Garry tracked down Leonard Hill in Seattle, where he now lives,
just as Hill was about to board a flight
to Washington, D.C., for some State Department business. Once on the ground
there, he was able to provide assistance
in two useful ways: He briefed Tim about
how the State Department was structuring its response to the Haiti disaster, and
he explained the best way to communicate the Pramuks’ concerns to Washington. “The important thing in a crisis like
that: Don’t send a five-page letter,” Hill
counseled. “People are looking for literally just the facts.”
Tim also reached out to a local at-

torney, J. Timothy Riker. Riker, who lives
across the street from the home where
Garry grew up in Pleasant Ridge, was familiar with Haiti. A rear admiral in the
U.S. Coast Guard Reserve, he’d been there
in 1994, when he was in charge of reopening a port in the northern Haitian city
of Cap-Haïtien during what was called
Operation Uphold Democracy. When
Garry connected with him the Saturday
after the earthquake, Riker was in D.C.,
too. He was packing up his office at the
Coast Guard because he was retiring the
next week. After getting the details of the
Pramuks’ case from Garry, Riker walked
over to the Coast Guard’s National Command Center and gave a report about the
dire conditions at Maison des Enfants.
“What I had was a reliable contact, reliable information from a reliable source,”
Riker said, referring to Garry, “so it’s essential putting that information into the
hopper.”
The Pramuks also reached out to
Rabbi Abie Ingber, the founding director of Xavier’s Interfaith Community
Engagement office. He’d learned about
the Pramuks’ adoption plans a few weeks
earlier, when the couple hosted a holiday
gathering for the Theology Department
at their home. Just back from a mission
trip with XU students to Jamaica, Ingber
joined the band of supporters making
calls to locate sources and resources the
Pramuks might use. “Short of bringing
those two kids out,” he said—an option
he actually considered with the help of
Jamaican contacts—“what gift could I
bring?” In the end, Ingber and Gary Massa, vice president of university relations,
took charge of transportation, exploring
various options to get Sophia and Henry
from Haiti to Cincinnati.
While all of this was going on, the
Pramuks, directly and through friends,
got in touch with Representative Steve
Driehaus, their congressman. Never politically active, Lauri’s first-ever contact
with a politician proved surprisingly
productive. Driehaus called Procter &
Gamble Chief Executive Officer Bob
McDonald for help; he wanted to see
if P&G could provide any information

about Sophia and Henry’s orphanage,
working through a nonprofit group
that uses P&G’s Pur water purification
product. He stayed in close contact
with the State Department, too, and he
and his staff communicated daily with
the Pramuks and their supporters, with
Driehaus himself working the phones
on their behalf. A one-time Peace Corps
volunteer who had served in Senegal,
Driehaus became one of the first and
most persistent lawmakers pushing
for a policy to expedite in-progress
Haitian adoptions. It was a full-court
press that made a difference not just
for Henry and Sophia, but for scores of
about-to-be-adopted children caught
in limbo by the catastrophe.
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As it happened, Driehaus also had a

contact he could tap who was already
in Haiti—Bill Hemmer, a friend from
Elder High School and Miami University who is now an anchor for Fox News.
Driehaus sent Hemmer a text message
about the Pramuks’ situation. Hemmer,
already reporting from Port-au-Prince,
responded immediately. “He said, ‘This
is a really interesting story,’ ” Driehaus
recalls. “ ‘Let me get you in touch with
our guy on the ground.’ ”
That wasn’t the only media contact who stepped in to help in the
rescue operation. A Denver couple
the Pramuks had met who were also
attempting to adopt through Maison
des Enfants, Rich and Lisa Harris, had
connections that enabled them to reach
Geraldo Rivera, who was also reporting
for Fox from Haiti. The connections
paid off: Fox put a major spotlight on
the orphanage, featuring it in several
on-air and online stories. Rivera and
his brother, fellow Fox staffer Craig
Rivera, both mentioned it. Correspondent Jonathan Hunt narrated a 10-minute piece from Maison, with Sophia
on one knee and Henry sitting next to
him. Not to be outdone, CNN picked
up the story, with reporter Soledad
O’Brien reporting from the orphanage
two days in a row and Henry appearing in one report. The stories were
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dramatic, heightened by the journalists’
personal outrage at the orphans’ plight.
Heartened and slightly bemused by the
attention of reporters and a cable news
industry they’d previously paid little attention to, the Pramuks didn’t mind. Not
only did the coverage draw attention to
the orphanage situation, but they were
getting to see Sophia and Henry. “We’re
watching them, and I’m jumping up and
down saying ‘There they are!’ ” Lauri recalls.
The media attention, along with the
efforts of Hill, Riker, Driehaus, Ingber,
and others, helped. Water, formula, food,
and other relief supplies from the American Red Cross and The Salvation Army
were delivered to the orphanage the next
day. “[Reporters] knew we were desperate
and they were doing whatever they could
to put pressure on people to make things
happen,” Lauri recalls.
The pressure—by and on behalf of
the Pramuks, but also from other U.S.

families in the process of adopting some
800 to 900 other Haitian orphans—led
to a breakthrough just six days after the
earthquake. On Monday, January 18, the
departments of State and Homeland Security announced that orphaned Haitian
children could enter the United States
temporarily under two conditions: if the
parents already had a Government of Haiti Custody grant, or had ample evidence
that adoption efforts were well underway.
Both Sophia and Henry met the second
condition. This so-called “humanitarian
parole” policy announced by Homeland
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano was
critical, but still left open the question:
How would the Pramuks get Sophia and
Henry to Cincinnati?
When the U.S. government is involved, paperwork is required. Driehaus’s
office took up that considerable task,
with Robert George, a caseworker in the
congressman’s Cincinnati office, creating
documents to satisfy the requirements of

the humanitarian parole. Sophia and Henry’s dossiers were among approximately
115 he pieced together for Maison des
Enfants orphans. “What we were trying
to do is take a process that typically takes
months or a year or two, and condense it
into a week or days,” Driehaus said. “And
this is at a time when the world had collapsed in Haiti and the embassy was dealing with a whole variety of problems.”
Transportation was the next hurdle.
With Port-au-Prince streets clogged with
debris and bodies, how would Sophia and
Henry and the rest of the children get to
the U.S. Embassy to submit their dossiers? Walk? Ride? On Thursday, January
21, Maison staff tagged them with Sharpies (“Sophia. Pramuk. Cincinnati.”) and
loaded them in a bus that snaked its way
through the rubble—only to be turned
back by a traffic jam. Hours later, embassy
workers showed up at the orphanage and
processed them there.
That cleared the way for liftoff on
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Saturday, January 23—only 11 days into
the disaster. The U.S. military loaded Sophia, Henry, and some 75 other children
from the Maison des Enfants orphanage,
along with their escorts, into a U.S. Air
Force C-17 cargo plane and flew them to
Florida. (It was another in-the-nick-oftime move: hours after the Maison group
left, Haiti’s prime minister called a temporary halt to adoption departures, fearful that children with families were being
taken illegally.) When the plane landed
in Orlando, it was met by doctors, social
workers, and other volunteers sent by
Governor Bill Ritter of Colorado to assist the Maison group on the next day’s
flight—donated by United Airlines to
transport the children to Denver.
And so, a year after an unknown
American couple selected them, six
months after that couple met them, 12
days after they survived a catastrophe
that leveled the only home they had ever
known, and nearly two years ahead of the

original adoption schedule, Sophia Luc
and Henry David Valdeus were just one
more airplane ride away from their permanent home in St. Bernard, Ohio.
The last day of the ordeal would prove

as nerve-racking as the previous 11. The
Pramuks were unsure whether Sophia,
Henry, both, or neither would make the
first military flight out of Haiti. By 10
a.m. on Saturday, they had confirmation
that the kids were “probably” aboard the
C-17. The next variable: Should the couple head to Florida or all the way to Colorado to meet them? By 1 p.m., with Lauri’s family in Colorado eager to help, they
opted to head west. Holding four tickets for the trip out and six for the trip
back—arranged by Xavier and paid for
by local auto dealer George Joseph and
accountant Joe Rippe, both with ties to
the university—the Pramuks boarded a
commercial flight that afternoon, with
instructions to meet Sophia and Hen-

ry at a private hangar at the Denver airport Sunday morning. A wrong turn the
next day made them late, but provided a
sighting of a bald eagle. “It was like this
little symbol of freedom,” Lauri said—
and a sign that all would soon be right
in their world.
At the hangar, they quickly found
Sophia, and Lauri scooped her up from
an adoption worker. “It was just like your
heart stops,” she says. “We’re there and
she’s there.” Henry was nearby in the lap
of a French Algerian volunteer who’d
held him the entire flight. “I have fallen
in love with this little boy,” the man told
the Pramuks.
Over the next three days, the Pramuks
too fell in love—again—with Sophia and
Henry. First came a trip to the hospital,
where Henry was treated for a bronchial
infection and Sophia learned the joys of
running water and vending machines.
Then came time with some 20 members
of Lauri’s family. Lauri and Chris and
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12 days that shook
their world
their four children returned to Cincinnati on January 27. After a living room
press conference the next day—delayed
so Driehaus could get back to town from
the State of the Union address in D.C.
the night before—attention began to
fade and the Pramuks began the daily
work of becoming a newly configured
family.
In the weeks and months since, that
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is how the Pramuks have spent their
time. Isaiah, a new seventh-grader who
shares his father’s more reserved nature, grew more comfortable answering
the endless questions of reporters and
well-wishers. Henry settled into the
role of adorable family mascot. Sophia,
now in first grade, continued to work
on impulse control along with English
skills. (Deciding to shave her eyebrows
with a razor from the bathroom cabinet earned her one notable time-out.)
The sibling rivalry between Sophia and
Grace, a year ahead of her new sister in
school, eased a bit.
Before school resumed, they spent
the summer like any other family. There
was a 12-day trip to Colorado in July to
let the kids spend extended time with
Lauri’s family. A trip to Kings Island
introduced the newest members of the
family to roller coasters, and gave Lauri
and Chris the opportunity to explain
to Sophia why stroking a stranger’s leg
in a swimming pool is not appropriate.
Isaiah went to a Boy Scout camp; his
sisters went to art camp. Henry—ever
cheerful—spent a lot of time in doctors’
offices, dealing with the health issues
that still dog his little body. They all attended Mass on Sundays.
“I think we’re in that phase now
where the novelty is sort of fading into
a new normalcy,” Chris said. “Just being
family. Just being together. In the big
picture, that’s where we are.”
This month, the priest that introduced Lauri and Chris will baptize Sophia and Henry. On November 23, they
will stand before Magistrate Rogena
Stargel of the Hamilton County Probate
Court for what they hope will be the

final step in the adoption. They’ll then
turn their attention to securing citizenship for both, a process that is likely to
drag on until the summer of 2012. A trip
to Haiti—which is still digging out from
the rubble and saddled with even more
immense societal problems than before
the earthquake—will follow at some future date so Sophia and Henry can stay
connected with their native country.
When they think about the 12 days
that shook their world, the Pramuks are
awed that so many people came to their
aid. They don’t really know why, for instance, Tim Garry, a casual acquaintance
before January 12, spent hours tracking
and sharing information. Or why Abie
Ingber, a campus colleague before the
disaster, made their plight his own and
helped raise $6,000 for Haitian relief
in the process. Or why Steve Driehaus,
a politician with no ties to their lives,
provided the power of his office for their
cause. Why would so many do so much
to help one family still relatively new to
Cincinnati? Lauri remains perplexed by
the outpouring of help. Chris, ever the
theology prof, thinks that people may
have helped them to help themselves.
“The images and the reality were so
terrible,” he says. “Our story maybe led
people to hope that some good would
come out of it.”
In reality, except for those horrific
two weeks in January, the Pramuks’s
adoption efforts have been awash in
good karma from the beginning. The
country they chose felt like the right
country, the children felt like the right
children. Once the earthquake hit, the
adage “one good turn deserves another”
seemed to carry the day, turning relative strangers into friends, turning catastrophe into opportunity, and turning
Sophia and Henry into Pramuks.
Of course, one man’s karma is another’s divine providence. Maybe the elderly
woman Chris met one spring day in the
St. Bernard post office, with Sophia and
Henry in tow, put it best. “Are these the
kids from Haiti?” she asked, coming up
and kissing both. “Oh, God bless. You
are doing the Lord’s work.”
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